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1. INTRODUCTION
A substantial fraction of the theoretical physics community
tends to be rather smug these days. It feela that not only ate the
weak and electromagnetic Interactions known to be combined In a nooibellan gauge theory, but chat the theory of the strong Interactions
It' known to be Quantum Chromodynanics (QCD). It Is true that there
are one or two minor technical problems to be clarified, such as the
aechaDlsm by which quarks are confined (if Indeed they are), but the
riddles of the nuclear Interaction* are supposed to bs solved In
principle. All very fine, but the rest of the cosnunity is entitled
to ask for the positive evidence that QCD la correct. At present
much of the evidence Is either by default (no other plausible field
theory seems capable of asymptotic freedom or confinement) or purely
aesthetic (QCD la beautiful, it la a gauge theory aa are out theories
of the other fundamental Interactions) or rather qualitative (char-*
senium, the approximate validity of the partem model, ' the Zvelg
ride, and so on)» Ibe community la surety entitled to see some
direct experimental confirmation of specific theoretical numbars
reliably predicted by QCD.
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The purpose of this talk is to review the status of reliable QCD
predictions which either have, or soon can be verified by experiment-_
Zt la divided Into three parts:
£~
1* A discussion of the classic application of QCD perturbation £;
theory and asymptotic freedom to predict scaling violations In deep inelastic leptoproduetion experiments. Emphasis will be laid on
recent results from the BEBC neutrino collaboration which provide the ,".
flrat direct experimental confirmation of the numerical values of the.'
anomalous dimensions predicted by QCD. These data may constitute the beat phenamenaloglcal evidence to date in favor of QCD.
\
2. A review of recant advances in developing and justifying QCD*"
perturbation theory predictions for a nuaber of physical applications
not underwritten by the operator product expansion and reR&roalizetion
group argumenta generally used to motivate the application of asymp
totic freedom to deep inelastic processes, these include predictions
for two- and multi-jet production cross-sections in e*e~, leptonhadron and hadronrhadron collisions * ; a modified Drell-Tan formula
for lepton-pair production in hadron-hadron collisions ; and scaling
violations in hadronU. final states analogous to those seen in deep
Inelastic structure functions. Very few of these predictions have
yet been confronted with - <<perlaent, but they promise ta provide
copious, . reclse and reliable ways to verify or disprove QCD.
3. A final mention will be made of attempts to address the
question whether these predictions of QCD perturbation theory should
be regarded as reliable* given she fact that non-perturbative effects
are presumably crucial in QCD <to confine quarks, for example).
Analyses * of the simplest non-perturbative corrections to the most
basic deep inelastic process a(e e- + f+hadrons) indicate that they
are negligible at large momentum transfers. This suggests that QCD
perturbation theory predictions may indeed by reliable for the deep
inelastic, large momentum transfer processes where the previously
proposed experimental tests are to be made.
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2. DEEP IHEUSTZC SCATTERING
The classic tests of QCD are afforded by deep Inelastic leptoproduction. Every field theory predicts that the structure functions
should violate scaling as Q -*", but QCD makes very specific predic
tions, owing to the fact that Its coupling constant is asymptotically
free at large momenta":
2

These predictions are expressible most precisely In terms of the Q
dependence expected for the Moments
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of the deep inelastic structure functions F. (F_ and XP3 will be
discussed here). QCD predicts that the moments M^CH.QZ) should be
have as negative potters of log(Q />2) as Q -* . whereas any other field
theory would predict power-law violations of scaling.
The predic
tions are simplest for flavor non-singlet structure functions* such
as F"P-F|a, or the vector-axial vector interference structure func
tion XF3 measured In charged current vH and uN scattering* For these
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where the powers d„ were calculated to be

„

The predictions for flavor singlet structure functions are more
complicated uith two leading terms differing by icss than one
power of log Q /^2 in their asymptotic behavior as q -*».
The results (1) to (4) are guaranteed * * by the renormalizatlon group to be the result of summing all the logarithms encountered
in QCD perturbation theory* The momenta (2) have the effect of
picking out the matrix elements of operators of definite spin N
in
• the operator product expansion of two electromagnetic or weak
moments. Th-a power djj is the anomalous dimension of scaling of the
spin K operator. It results from exponentiation of the simple vertex
corrections to the quark-antiquark operator indicated in Fig* la.
The behaviors of the moments of singlet structure functions are more
complicated because there are £uo operators of the same spin N> a
two-gluon operator as well as a quark-antiquark operator, and they
mix together through diagrams like that In Fig. lb.
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While the predictions (2) to (6) ace precise, it Is often conve
nient to reexpress then In terms of the evolution with Q of the
distribution of effective quark (or gluon) partons within the hadron
target.
This can be done by inverting the expressions (3) and (4)
for the moments M£(N,Q > by using a Hellin Transform.
The physics
of the ensuing distributions q(x,Q ) (or g(x,Q )) can be seen very
clearly from Fig. I when we recall that x Is the longitudinal momen
tum fraction carried by the parton. The anomalous dimensions dj| are
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determined by the basic vertices of Fig. 2, uhlch cause the parton
distributions to evolve either by bremsBtrahlung (Fig. 2a) or by
pair creation (Fig. 2b). The equation controlling the evolution of
q(x,Q ) at large Q Is Just
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and the evolution of gfr.Q ) obeys an analogous equation. The
"splitting" functions P ^ , g*a* g-«. <r*g
*
y calculable
from the vertices of Fig. 2, and analogous to (for example) the
equivalent photon distribution in Weiszacker-WlHiama calculations in
good old QED. As an example,
p
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•nd so on. The S function io equation (6) just noraalizes the
feralon number to 1. The anomalous dimensions dy can easily be
reconstructed by talcing the moments of equation (5), and are given
by the z moments of the "splitting" functions like Pq+q in equation (6),
There are two reasons for focusing on the Q -dependent effective
proton distributions q(x,Q } and g(x,Q*). One reason Is that they
are the quantities directly related to the measured deep Inelastic
structure functions* and hence very convenient objects to work with
pheooaenologlcally. The other reason is that one might hope that
they would have more universal applicability! and we will indeed see
in the next section that recent theoretical calculations indicate
that the same effective parton distributions can be used In many
other phenomenological applications, such as in calculating hard
q'tark-quark scattering contributions to large py hadron production,
for example.
One can anticipate directly from Che diagrams of Fig. 2 certain
qualitative features of the development of q(x,Q ) with increasing
Q, . Clearly both the bremsstrahlung and pair creation processes tend
to degrade the parton longitudinal momenta as Q is increased, and
this can be seen directly by substituting the "splitting" function
Pq*n(z) (6) Into thf. evolution equation (5). Therefore deep inelas
tic structure functions will tend to fall in towards x*0 as Q -*™, in
a manner indicated qualitatively in Fig. 3 .
This behavior can also
be seen in the form of the anomalous dimensions % (4). As N-*~,
d a logN, so that higher moments Mi<N,Q )-*0 faster as l**». But the
higher moments are seen from equation (2) to weight larger values of
X closer to 1, and we sec once more that the structure function at
large x should fall to zero as Q -*-.
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This trend is indeed seen in the d a t a " : Figure 4 shows
recent data from a FHAL muon scattering experiment, and superimposing
data from different ranges of Q clearly manifests the qualitative
behavior that we anticipated in Fig. 3. On the other hand, almost
any field theory would predict an analogous fall In towards x*0,
z
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Fig. L Some diagrams contributing.
(a) to the anomalous dimensions of
quark-ontiquark operators, (o) t o
the misting of flavor s i n g l e t
operators.

(U

Fig, 2. The b a s i c v e r t i c e s f o r
(ja) gluon bremsstrehlung and
(jb) for q-q and gluon p a i r
c r e a t i o n , v h l c h control the
anomalous dimensions and the
evolution of the quark and gluon d i s t r i b u t i o n s .
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because basic vertices analogous
to the bremaatrahlung and pair
creation creation graphs of Fig. 2
exist lu almost any field theory.

What is specific to QCD is the
z

characteristic logarithmic Q
dependence characterized by
equations (I) to (4),
To compare these predictions
with experimental data, several
groups ' have constructed
paraaetrizations of effective
quark and gluon distributions
which ate consistent with the QCD
moment equations (2) to (4) (or
equlvalently the evolution equa
tions (5) and (6)) and made pheno•aaological fits to the experi
mental data on eN, uN and vH
Fig. 3, Qualitative psttem of
scattering. Sample graphs from one
scaling violation in deep Ine
auch analysis ate displayed In
lastic etructure functions
Fig. 5: the fita seem to wart at
anticipated in QCD and other
least reml-quantitatively. The
field theories.
particular graphs shown have bean
•elected because they are the only ones
„
._.
with a complete analysis
of the OtVlog Q / A and log log Q /log Q / A ) correction terms in
the moments (4), which arise from higher order terms in the evolution
(1) of a (Q ), in the anomalous dimensions, and in the matrix elements
of the quark-antlquark operators. You see that the qualitative
features of the fit are not greatly altered* so that one may conclude
that QCD perturbation theory la reasonably conversant even at
presently accessible values of Q « This reflects the fact Q >0(S to
10) CeV is already quite large on a hadzonlc seal*, as expressed by
the value A"0(500) HeV found in typical analyses for the scale para
meter A appearing In the logarithms (1) and (3) of asymptotic freedom.
This sort of scale for the strong Interactions means that the typical
perturbation parameter " W ) is comfortably email, being0 (0.1 to 0.2)
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F i g . It. Data from a FNAL * deep
I n e l a s t i c u s c a t t e r i n g experiment.
2

2

when Q -0 (5 co 10) GcV .
Although we see from Figs.
4 and S that QCD and asymptotic
freedom fit the deep inelastic
data qualitatively and senl<jualitatively, we would like
some more precise numerical vin
dications of the predictions of
Che theory. In particular, we
would like to have experimental
confirmation of the gold-plated
predictions (4) for the anoma
lous dimensions of QCD. A pre
liminary analysis of just these
parameters is now forthcoming
from the BEBC group, analyzing
vH and TO charged current data
both from their experiment at
the CEBN StS and previous Gargaaelle data from the CEBN PS.
They extract from their meas
ured structure functions the
moments of the structure func
tions Fj and XF3. One point of
sophistication is that thty use
a Modification of the moments
(2) which projects on to defi
nite spin even at subaaymptotic
values of Q :
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In formula (7), M is the target nucleon mass* and the modifications
to formula (4) Just have the effect of removing trivial kinematic
dependencies on the mass of the target. The first point to check is
that Che scaling violations seen in the moments of xFi are indeed
consistent with the logarithmic Q dependences expected from QCD.
This they* do by computing the quantities (Fig. 6)
z
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which should be a log Q - log A .
Graphs of the quantities (8)
indeed indicate that Chey are approximately linear in
log Q . with the same intercept log A :ft"70E>MeV. at least for
N-2,3>4 and 5. Power dependence In Q with the ratios of anomalous
dimensions found in lowest order for a vector gluon theory seems to
give a significantly worse fit Co the data. The linearity in log Q
and the common Intercepts of the quantities (8) are non-trivial checks
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Fig. 5. Typical QCD fit to electroproduction
taken from Ref. 27.
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scaling violations,

of the QCD predictions (4). It la perhaps surprising that these
properties hold all the way from Q «0(100) GeV* all the way down to
Q -0(1) GeV , with no trace of subasymptotic effects due to higher
twist operators or quark mass effects.
You might also wonder
what the effects should be of the higher order QCD perturbation
theory effects indicated schematically la equation (3). These have
been evaluated by the BEBC group using the results of Ref. 28, and
turn out to cause modifications of the linear behaviors of the quan
tities (8) which are smaller than the present experimental errors for
Q*>0(1) GeV . Thus not only da the scaling violations (3) and (4)
appear in the BEBC data, but also they are not clearly self-inconsistent.
The most convincing indication of the QCD predictions comes
perhaps from comparing the Q dependences of different ironents
Ha(N,Q ). Because of the expected asymptotic behaviors 13), the ratios
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ihould become constant as Q -*-. Equivalently, if log M ( N , Q ) is
plotted against log K a O ' . Q ) one should see a straight line with
elope dN/dN't Figure 7 shows plots of different combinations of the
log M3<N,Q*).7 The solid lines are not fits to the data, but are
lines with the slopes predicted by QCD - the agreement is rather
3
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good* particularly when you re
call that some of the moments
vary with increasing Q by about
an order of magnitude. The fol
lowing table Is a partial com
pilation of the best fit slopes
on such straight line fits, com
pared w'.ch the theoretical pre
dictions N/dN" of QCD. For
comparison* Che predictions of a
model with scalar gluons are
also shown.
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This remarkable agreement
amounts to the first experimen
tal check of unambiguous numbers
predicted by QCD. It seems that
the characteristic logarithms of
QCD are indeed the dominant
scale-breaking effects in the
XF3 structure function for Q
between 1 and 100 GeV . We might
term this situation "precocious
scaling violation".

g* (uv<)

2
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In view of the successful
comparison of theory and exper
iment in the xF structure
functiotii It is natural to ask
about the Fj structure function.
Here the theoretical situation
is more complex because of the
new contributions to scaling
violations that were mentioned
earlier, arising from gluons as
well Jis quarks. It is possible
to isolate the gluon piece in
QCD taking moments of ? and
multiplying them by appropri
ately chosen (precisely speci
fied) functions of Q :
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Fig. 6. Nachcmann moments of
xF , raised to the powers £ ~ 7 d ) .
QCD predicts on asymptotically
linear dependence on log Q .
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Fig. 7. Plots of the logarithms of moments of XF3. The solid lines have
the slopes %/dfj * predicted by QCD and other theories with vector gluons.
The dashed lines have the slopes predicted by a scalar gluon theory - with
a small fixed point coupling.
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TABLE I
d 5

/d
1.46
Experlnent
Scalar
gluon
model

d 7
3

Ai

3

1.76

2.53

1.50±0.0B

l.B^i-0.20

3.P01O.M

1.2910.06

1.12

1.16

1.13

1.06

1.29

Fig. 8. Scaling violations in Che F2 structure functions. The data
tfould be independent of X(Q ) if there vere no qq pair creaclon from
gluons. The solid lines are QCD fits ulth the gluon moments Indicated.
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Fig. 9. Radiative corrections to
e+ e-+u+u- ( q q ) , <a) w i t h a p h o t o n
(gluoo) in the final state, and (b)
with virtual correction to the

i»* ''
*t*(Q>
i.
e*
/
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yw^j'-oi
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where G(N,Q;|) is the H'th moment of the effective gluon distribution
2

J(Q2)I0W,QJ) - J dx x^gfx.Q )

(JD

Q

2
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Figure 8 plots a few of the quantities M (H,Q ) Y(Q ) and indicates
the clear need for the second, gluonic tern on the right-hand side of
equation (10). This term arises from quark-antiquark pair creation
in the gluon field of the nucleon. The solid lines* correspond to
the gluons carrying °<?s) of the nucleon momentum at Q§=4 GeV , ** and
having an x distribution similar to that of valence quarks.
Clearly the data are consistent with these lines, but this analysis
io not yet sufficiently advanced to constitute a conclusive test of
•jCD> A similar analysis of F in deep inelastic eN and uH scattering,
retaining all quark and gluon terms, has also been made," with
results for G(2,Q?) and G(4,Q ) which are compatible with the values
used in Fig. 8.
The emerging picture is that not only are the qualitative trends
of deep inelastic leptoproduction data *"(see Fig. 4) compatible
with QCD, but also semiquantitative QCD fits work very w e l l ' (see
Figs. 3 and 8 ) , and furthermore direct experimental quantitative
Confirmation of the anomalous dimensions predicted by QCD is now
becoming available (see Fig. 7 and the Table}.
We await with
Interest the forthcoming results of analyses of large statistics
CERN-SPS and FNAL vN and uN counter experiments.
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3. OTHER APPLICATIONS OF QCD PERTURBATION THEORY
The successes of (reno-rmalization group improved) QCD perturba
tion theory in the traditional applications to deep inelastic leptoproduction uhec our appetite for more areas to apply the theory, There are other applications where the use of asymptotic freedom is
underwritten by the renormalization group. But the most dramatic
predictions, and the most rapid recent advances, may well lie in
areas where the usual machinery of operator product expansions and
the renormallzation group is not directly relevant. The guiding
principle has been that we cannot (yet) disentangle the infrared
behavior of QCD, but we are able to study infrared behavior in per
turbation theory.
The strategy is then to construct experimentally
accessible quantities which avoid infrared singularities in
perturbation theory, and not obviously vulnerable to incalculable
non-perturbative effects. One tactic for doing this is to construct
observables totally free of perturbacive infrared singularities, such
as jet cross-sections in e e" annihilation. . > V °
Another tactic
37
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1* to Identify a numbfr of processes uiicre the infrared singularities
ate universal ami i,m W factored out, * leaving computable ultra
violet behavior in w* inuijwud with experiment. Examples are the
Drcll-Van proceHs lKiilrtni(hailron-*eE~+x,' large p hadron cross-sec
tions in dv«)> Inel.istic Icptoproduction'* andfcadron-hadroncollisions,
and final state h;idt-on distributions in leptoproductlon and e e~
annihilation.'**''' There follows a brief review of recently developed
applications of QCD perturbation theory which adopt one or the other
of these two tactics.
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Jets in e"*e~ Annihilation
It has been known for a while that the infrared behavior of
QCD perturbation theory is generally similar to that of QEO.
For
some time this was a cause for dejection, since ic had been hoped
that QCD perturbation theory would reveal significant clues to the
quark confinement nechanism. But nowadays confinement is expected to
be an essentially non-perturbative phenomenon. *
Indeed, we are
happy about the infrared similarities between QED and QCD perturba
tion theory, because they enable us to take over from QED many of the
well-understood techniques for constructing quantities which are
infrared finite in perturbation theory. In QEO it is known ** that if
one introduces any of a range of dimensionless cut-offs - for example
demanding that ail except a fraction e of the total center-of-oass
energy in some process be emitted in two oppositely directed cones of
center-nf-mjiis opening angle 5 - then there are no singularities when
infrared regulators such as a photon (-•gj.uon) or a lepton (-»quark)
mass are taken to zero.
As an example, consider the lowest order
radiative cor:-, tions to e e~-+u u- illustrated in Fig. 9. There are
diagrams wit*' i^'-U photons in the final state (Fig. 9a), as well as
Interferences between e e~-. "u~ diagrams with (Fig. 9b) and without
virtual radiative correuctons. The two classes of diagrams in Figs.
9a and 9b both have infrared singularities, but these cancel if one
combines with the pure u y~ final fit ate "degenerate" final states'
with either 3 "soft" phot cm with center-of-moss energy fraction <e,
or a "hard" photon emitted within a cone of angle £ of either the
u or the (J~. This QED procedure for defining infrared-finite crosssections has a well-understood extension to all orders of perturba
tion theory.
37
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Now consider QCD perturbation theory for e+e~* hadrons. The
lowest two oreiers are identical with QED, apart from trivial grouptheoretical factors, so that the cancellation of infrared singulari
ties will occur in the same way. How one interprets^ the
cross-section for all except a fraction t of the energy to be emitted
within two c^ne* o£ opciing angle 6 to be the cross-section for
e*e~-*2 jets. The infrared flniteness of the 2-jet cross-section
means that

!2-l« . i . o(-ii)

4 .^ $£SJ'-f (—*•> *°<v)

<•»

a

where the coefficients of s/„ in equations (12) depend logarithmi
cally on the dimcsnslonless cut-offs c and £, and have recently been
computed explicitly.
The results (12) hold in QCD perturbation
theory, but an act of faith is still necessary to believe that these
predictions are not invalidated by non-perturbative effects: perhaps
those are connected with the finite pj- width of the jets actually
Observed In e e~ annihilation and elsewhere.
If the Infrared similarities between perturbation theory QCD and
QED persist in higher orders, then not only two-jet but also multiJet cross-sections should be predictable in QCD. Indeed, It has
recently been shown that Infrared singularities vanish for suitably
defined multi-jet cross-sections. * The diagram of Fig, 9a for gluon
brenaatrahlung at wide angles is an embryonic three-jet cross-section
with a cross-section
47
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where x and x- are the fractions of the center-of-mass energy Q
earried%y the quark and antiquark jets respectively;
«q(q) = 2Eq(q)jct/Q, We
equation (13) that the gluon bransfltronlung three-jet cross-section in the e+c-+ hadrons continuum is
expected to be 0(«s/ir) l 0(10)2. On the other hand, the dominant
decay mode for a heavy 1 quark-anti^uark bound state such as the T
is expected to be to three gluons. * Therefore one might expect that
for sufficiently massive mesons three-jet final states should pre
dominate, with a cross section
q
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(14)
It would certainly be very nice to verify experimentally the predic
tions (13) and (14). But how does one look for three-jet final
States, particularly if they only constitute a small fraction of the
cotal cross-section?
It has been pointed out chat there are directly computable
experimental variables which should have distributions free of
infrared singularities in QCD perturbation theory and hence be
reliably (?) predictable. Final states with exceptional values of
these variables should be fertile ground to search for multi-jet
final states.
The trick is to find variables whose values are
identical for the three configurations whose infrared singularities
must cancel: a lone quark (Fig. ?b) or a quark and either a hard
parallel or a soft eluon (Pig. 9a). Such variables will generally be
linear in the aomenta. One example is the "thrust" variable
50
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T £ max

[js^s-b!*]

(15)

where the max!nidation is performed with respect to the choice of a
thrust axis for measuring p„ . A final state with T= I will have

n«. 10.
(s)CocpsriBOD'° of ehe

thrust dis
tribution
from QCD
perturbation
theory with
an estimate
of thenoDpcrturbattve
meeting of
tao-Jec coaflguratlDna
(b) at a ceater-of-mass
aergyQ>18
GeV, and (e),
(d),(e) dis
tributions
oC the hadroo energy
(Pointlug
vector) in
the event
pltne com
puted 4i QCH
nw«red (f),
(e)and(b>
by non-perturbetive
effects.

Tv

M

hadrons with highly collimated momet.ta, and the final stale will
have two jets. Events with low thrust r<l should mostly have a
three-Jet structure. The putative multi-jet cross-sections (13) and
(14) correspond to thrust distributions
1
do ^ s j 2 U T - 31+2) . 2T-1
JQT-ZH2-T) I
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which are plotted in Figures 10a and 11a respectively. If we select
an event with low T, perturbation theory would predict that iL be
approximately planar. If we plot the angular distribution of the
radiated hadronic energy projected on u- the event plane (the
"Pointing Vector'"* ), then for low T events it should have an angular
distribution characteristic of three-jet structures. The results
corresponding to (13) and (14), computed with a model for the finite
non-perturbaeive p? spread of each jet, are shown in Figures 10b to h
and lib to h for the e e" continuum and fot T decay respectively. If
QCD perturbation theory predictions for multi-jet cross-sections are
indeed reliable as we believe, then ther: should be many interesting
hadronlc final states in e e"* annihilation- Similar infr.tred finite
jet predictions can be made for eN, uN, vN and hadran-Kv'.ion colli
sions, but calculating them requites care understanding of infrared
singularities associated with individual hadrons in the initial or
final state, which we now discuss.
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Factorizing Infrared Singularities
Dp to now we have permitted our ignorance of the infrared
behavior of QCD to restrict ourselves to calculating quantities which
have no infrared singularities. But we can relax this criterion by
identifying classes o£ "hard" processes involving large momentum
transfers where universal infrared singularities factorize out. * *
We can then study ratios of these cross-sections -.nich are only sen
sitive to the calculable ultraviolet properties of the theory. To
see how this program should work, let us contemplate the generic
"hard scattering" process illustrated in Fig* 12: a certain number of
large Q currents (virtual photons or W bosons?) Interact with con
stituents fees a collection of hadrons, of which some are in the
initial and some in the final state. We presume that the constitu
ents a, b,... of the hadrons A, R,... have finite (momentum) pi, p£,
..., while the (momentum) (J? of the currents, and all the momentum
transfers between different active participants, in the "hard"
process all •** in constant ratios. Suppose we calculate in QCD
perturbation theory using a coupling constttnt renormallzed at some
large momentum Q§- o (q2), ?
encounter logarithms in the
relevant Fcynman diagrams which are of two types: In ( Q / Q 2 ) (to be
called ultraviolet), and In ( Q * 7 p b , , ) (to be called infrared).
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The only dependence on Che bound state
properties resides in the infrared
logarithms, and the hope Is that this
dependence factorizes • ' Into separate
universal terms for each external had1

I
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ronlc leg :
ln<

2

<-°HardK«o>' » /QP

(18)

The ultraviolet logarithms will then
arrange themselves so that the crosssection can be re-expressed In terms of
the coupling constant at Q : a (Q ),and
one can then rewrite
2

2

e

»==

2

HaId

(« ^))^ ,...F CQ )
5

B

Aa

Fig 12. A generic hard
scattering diagram with
deep inelastic currents
Q? to Q|I and constituents
a, b, c and d of hadrons
A, B, C and D. All noaentum transfers and Q are
supposed large.
2

where 0Hard " H I be given in leading
order by Che Born terms. The universal
distribution functions F^a(Q ) will be
the sane in different scattering processes. In particular, those
connected with initial state hadrons will be the same as in deep
Inelastic leptoproduction, * and so should be Identified as the
effective quark and gluon distributions introduced earlier and
obeying equations like (5). If there Is also factorization of the
infrared logarithms relating to final state hadrons, then one would
also have universal quark (or gluon)-»hadron fragmentation functions!
which would play roles analogous to those In the naive parton model,
albeit with scaling violations a'aalogous to those for the Initial
distribution functions (cf equations (2) to (5)). If we wane, we may
SUB over all hadrans emanating from one of the final state constitu
ents, in which case we expect to cancel the associated Infrared
singularities and arrive at an Infrared finite and hence calculable
jet cross-section.
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To what "hard" scattering reactions can this approach be applied,
and what calculations have been done to support the factorization
picture outlined above? If we first look at the total electreproduc
tion cross-aectloo ep-»e+x Illustrated in rig. 13 then the derived

Fig. 13. A sample "hard"
scattering cross-section:
the total electreproduction
cross-section is the modu
lus squared of the hard subprocess Y*+<r*<l. folded with
the distribution q(x,Q ) of
quarks in the proton.
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MUD

2

1

1

1

factorization is guaranteed by the renormalizatlon group. ' * It
tells us that the development of the structure function at large Q

2

;1

Fig. 14. Hard aubprocesses
relevant to (a) the electroproduction cross-sec
tion, (b) large pj produc
tion in electroproductlon;
(c) prell-Yan pair produc
tion at large p? and (d)
large pj production In
badron-nadron collisions.

* £ f R8

la controlled by the Anomalous dimensions (4), or equivalently the
evolution equation (5). The Born term for »a» d in equation (19) is
Juat the point-like charge coupling of Fig* 14a. The infrared
aansltlvlty resides In the boundary conditions to be fed into the
evolution equation (5). When the leading logarithms in
e*e"-* hadron C-Hc are studied,J ** , they are also found to exhibit
the dallied factorization, with the point-like Bora term of Fig. 14a
and an infrared sensitive quark+hadron fragmentation function
*e*C<Z,Q ), vhete. Z = EC/Ee- The hltjh Q development of F-*C Is con
trolled by anomalous dimension* and an evolution equation which Is
Juat the analytic continuation uf equation (5)* and reflects the
• m physical processes of brennstranlung and pair creation. (Notice
though that the initial conditions for these evolution equations are
infrared sensitive and not related by analytic continuation.) The
factorization property becomes very important when it is demonstrated
and used for alp^OHt, because it means that a simple partonesque *
"building block' formula applies to the cross-section for producing
final state particles with longitudinal momentum fraction Z at low p^:
r
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2

C

1

1

o(e+p*e+C** -

S

qt*,Q*>eJ F

(Z,Q*)

(20)

1

A non-partooesque * process la tha production of larae py jets in
electroproductlon. *»* Here the lowest order hard process is wide
angle "Conpton scattering" -r*+q+g+o, (or pair production Y*+g*q+q) as
In Pig. 14b, and if the factorisation property holds the only Infra
red singularities are those connected with the target proton, which
are the same as In the total eleetreproduction cross'section, so
tote one nay write

<W « J«. • «h i ^ o ' ^ ^ k w V HZ

(2I

>

Of course one nay always study the production of indiviwual final
stats hadrons at large p?, in which case formula (21) is just
convoluted with the same fragmentation tunetion F
(Z,Q*) as
appeared in ..yatian (20). And so it goes.
So far we have not considered processes witb two initial state
hadrons: the simplest such reaction is the Drell-Tfan process
pp+jTIT+x. Here again* infrared factorization * has been demonstrated
to all orders at the leading logarithm level, oeanlng that the naive
q 4 C

1

2
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Pig. 15. The single fennion loop
calculated ** In the presence of a
background instanton field of size
p located at the point 2.
1

QCD modification at the usual partem cross-section formula Is
Indicated:

M*da . Auii r f t ^ f t
dM*
9 <n °
o
J

J

2

e*q(x
s

M*>5; (*-. K«>6(x M / )
V

H

S

R

+0<a /n)
«2)
There are however some Important QCD corrections co the usual parton
physics of this reaction. First* the essential scale invarianee of
QCD at short distances means that there is no p? cut-off, and there
fore the average p£ of the lepton pair should grow 0 H (to within
logarithms). Care should be taken In comparing this prediction with
existing data, since <p|> may also depend on the value of T = K / B
being studied.
The dependence on M and t should be carefully dis
entangled when comparing theory and experiment* but the growth with
M at fixed T does seem to be present in the data. Another important
remark concerns the 0(<*s/ ) pieces in equation (22): the basic
0( s/]})° 0,5 annihilation piece may be rather small in pp collisions,
just because the proton contains relatively few antiquaries. Rival
hard subprocessea which are naively suppressed by 0( s/„) such as
8 + q + U 0 + q (see Fig. I4c), or even 0<*l/ ) like q+q-*(l r)+q+q,
nay also be just as Important phenomenologically.
The Drell-Yan
process is probably rather free of these problems in up or pp colli
sions: their significance for the total pp+(fc t~)+x cross-section has
not yet been fully calculated.
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The final "hard" process we should mention Is pp-»large py
hadrons + x. This process is interesting because it may constitute
the first theoretically "clean" testing-ground for QCD in pure
hadronic collisions. The required factorization of all initial- and
final-state infrared logarithms has been verified for the leading
logarithms in the lowest non-trivial order of perturtaacion theory,
and arguments exist that this factorization persists in higher
orders.
If so, this means that at very large transverse momenta
the correct QCD prescription for the quark-quark cross-section of
Fig. 13d is
56
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Where the dots comprise the "hard" scattering of other types of con
stituent, terns of higher order in «s/ , and so on. The QCD large py
formula '23) has many sources of scaling violation* and Its applica
tion is complicated by the non-zero p? of the Initial-state constitu
ents. The writer is no expert on large pj phenomenology, but It does
seem possible that sons fraction of present large pj data may indeed
result fro» the fundamental "herd" scattering diagrams of QCD.
Recent theoretical progress has made available many predictions
of QCD perturbation theory for "hard" processes beyond the tradi
tional applications of Section 2 which were guaranteed by operator
product expansions and the renormalization group. It would be
important to find a comparably reliable and general theorem to under
pin these new applications of QCD perturbation theory, but already
they look to be reliable predictions eager to be confronted with
experiment.
v

4. HOa-PERTURBATIVE EFFECTS AT LARGE MOMENTA
So far we have concentrated «n results which hold in perturba
tion theory In QCD. But we believe that non-perturbative effects
have some Very Important phenoDenological consequences, such as quark
confinement. * We should ask whether non-perturbative effects are
also important at large momenta, where we have made our applications
of QCD perturbation theory so fsr. Th-n normal procedure for studyin?
non-pe;turbatXve phenomena Is to use the functional integral and
construct seml-classieal approximations to it. The WKB approach
first looks for solution* of the classical Euclidean field equations,
which correspond to minima of the action and hence stationary points
of the functional laUstAnd. One then does perturbation theory
around each classics' so ition. adds them t gesher weighted by the
classical EuclU'ian t ti«.„3 e~A, and flo.'.l*.y continues amplitudes
back to HinkoKSki space.
This procedure is incomplete, in that
there may be oth±r non-perturbative configurations with larger
actions which nevertheless occur In large enough numbers (entropy)
to overcome the exponential suppressions of their e-A factors.
As
a starting point we ignore this complication and concentrate on the
classical cxtrama, which are known in the case of -3CD to be multiinstunton (-antl-lastanton) configurations. The action of a single
lnstanton la know: ;.o be
* *
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(24)
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where one-loop per tut bat; ^Vc calculations lu the presence of an
iiistanton indicate that g In equation (24) is to be interpreted as
g (p) (of equation U ) wir.h Q " ^ 2 ) , where p ia the usual size para-'
octet: of the instanton.
'.syrup totic freedom (1) means that A-** when
the size p-*0, so that small lnstantons make relatively small contri
butions to the functional integral. We might hope that proc.'sjes at
large Q would somehow only "feel" small instantons of size
o' /it,
in which esse the weighing of e~A and equations (1) and (2*) would
suggest thst non-perturbative effects would fali like a pewer of
<? a s Q — .
Some calculations to explore this possibility have been done
2

2

2
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z
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recently *: what has been studied is the contribution of the
simplest non-trivial non-perturbative configuration (cne instanton)
to the most basic short distance or deep inelastic process
(e e"**hadron3 at high <J ), evaluating the lowest order Feynman
diagram (the simple Icrmion loop of Fig. 14). If the contribution
to o(e e"*hadrons) at large q- were dominated by small ins tan tons,
then thl» calculation could be regarded as the leading term of a
non-pertutbatlve calculation it, the conventional "dilute gas approxi
mation" in which lnatantons (and anti-instantons) are supposed to
be non-interacting and not very dense.
It docs indeed turn out. that this one-ins tan ton contribution to
8=o(e e"-*hadrons)/o{e+c--nJ w") is controlled by such small instantons
of size p^OtVO). The fermiai' loop of Fig. 13 is easily calculated **
using the known fernlon propagator S (x,y:2,f*;m) In the presence of
an instanton located at 2 and of size p»'/m!
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The density function d(p) for the instantone is knov.i from the work

•<i^^-(tm

(26)

Transforming equation (25) to momentum space one finds

The first term in equation (-27) gives a contribution to the real part
l

t

z

of the vacuum polorlL^tlon which Is suppressed by 0( /Q * lnQ > rela
tive to the leading perturbatlve contribution. •'' However Its
(singular) contribution to the absorptive part relevant co R Is can
s

celled by the singularity i.i the secoid term at Q "0. The only
11

contribution to the instopton piece (27) explicitly comes * from
1

P-0( /Q>, and yields
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with a related form '' for Nj • 3,"*,

UN*

A numerical evaluation relevant between the strangeness and charm
threshold yields
-12
3-6?

if A-500 MeV. The detailed form and value of AS (28) and (29} are
probably phenomenalogically meaningless and undetectable, but they
indicate that in e e~ annihilation there is probably sorae sort of
non-perturbativc "brick wall" somewhere between I and 2 GeV in the
center-of-nr^. Above this point QCD perturbation theory probably
reigns si'jirenc, whereas at lower energies non-perturbative effects
art- 0(1). It is encouraging that this is just the region where
vector meson resonances are known to lie.
It is interesting that this simplest possible calculation
supports the "non-perturbative perturbation theory" picture we hoped
lo find. But many wore calculations are needed of more complex
diagrams for more complicated processes in the presence of more
intricate background fields before we can feel sure that non-pertur
bative phenomena are always small at large Q . Nevertheless, we nay
legitimate' •' hope that non-perturbativc effects will not invalidate
the elegant pattern of perturbative QCD predictions that we discussed
in Sections 2 end 3.
+

z

5. CONCLUSIONS AND QUESTIONS
On the
is of the previous discussion, the following seen
reasonable conclusions about the status of plte- onenological applica
tions of QCD
Tne classic asymptotic freedom predictions of renormallKatiott
group improved QCD perturbation theory -or deep inelastic leptc—
production triumphantly pass present te?ts. In addition to the
familiar qualitative successes of QCD fits to deep inelastic scaling
violations, we now find for the first time that thr anomalous
iJimensions predicted by QCD are receiving direct experimental confir
mation. We look forward to dp tailed analyses of the large statistics
vK and i>N experiments which should be available soon. In j irticular
we may hope for analyses of the flavor singlet structure functions
vhich are as striking as the BEBC analysis of the XF3 structure
function.
7

Recent theoretical work suggests that there are .nany other high
momentum transfer processes where QCD perturbation theoiy ^ n
legitimately be applied to make reliable predictions. These Include
Jet production, final state hndron distributions in deep inelastic
processes at small and larjfc p-p, Droll-Van lepton pair production
and hadron-hadrcn collisi 01s at large p-j. We look forward to
experimental tei>ts of these predictions.
Finally, we see reason to nope that non-perturbative QCD effects
nay not invalidate the predictions of QCD perturbation theory that we
have been discussing. Unfortunately, the other side of this coin is
that a convincingly calculable and testable phenotnenologlcal manifes
tation of non-perturbative QCD has yet to be identified.
This is just one of a m y open questions about applications of
(

?I

QCD. A partial list might Include: How tin we be sure the strong
coupling constant is r*ally asymptotically free? Many ot the teste
of Section 2 wculd be successful If there was a fixed point reasonahly clone to the Oiigin. so that moments violateu sealing by snail
powers of Q" instead of log Q . Presumably i.-e should do experiments
at ouch higher Q*, us'iig for example high energy electron-protnn.
colliding rio^s? What about L / o , where experimental results are
not in diax-itic jgreemenc with txperlmeut?
Prci-;ntly observed jet z sees* to have a finite px cut-aif. Can
we understand this, or (vhlch nay be equivalent) be suri that nonperturbacivu effects really don't mess up our oerturbatlvo Jut
predictions" Can wa jay something toout the hadronic vavefunc^loan
or fragmentation functions? At the moment wc JT:st factor out our
ignorance abcur them. Although w« have not disc^seu then here,
heavy quirk-oiiiua spates scuta particularly anennbie to perturbafcive
analysis, but we arc still sMrt on rigorous thef»r<£isal vmdctstandlrg.
Finally, can we find some unambiguous and calculable physical
mftnifesC.ition or" the non-perturbative QCD phenomena now being
intensively studied? We hope ultimately to be able to calculate the
hsdxon spectrum, but in the cteantimu is there any way of "seeing" an
lnstanton? Or a mcron?
Thore are still more open questions than closed solutlras.
2
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